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Estimation of Single-Crystal Elastic Moduli from Polycrystalline X-Ray Diffraction
at High Pressure: Application to FeO and Iron
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X-ray diffraction data obtained under nonhydrostatic compression of a polycrystalline sample yield
an estimate of the single-crystal elasticity tensor of the material when analyzed using appropriate
equations. The analysis requires as input the aggregate shear modulus from independent measuremen
The high-pressure elastic moduli of face-centered-cubic FeO, body-centered-cubic iron (a-Fe), and the
pressure-induced hexagonal close-packed iron (e-Fe) are obtained. This analysis currently provides
the only method of determining single-crystal elasticity tensors in the megabar pressure range and o
studying elasticity of very high-pressure phases. [S0031-9007(98)05436-2]

PACS numbers: 62.50.+p, 61.10.Eq, 62.20.Dc, 64.70.Kb
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Information on the effect of pressure on the propagati
of elastic waves in materials is essential for understan
ing interatomic interactions, mechanical stability of solid
phase transformation mechanisms, material strength,
seismology. In particular, the elasticity of iron-bearin
materials at high pressure has become a subject of great
perimental and theoretical interest because of the discov
of new phenomena in these materials at high density [
Such phenomena in iron oxides are predicted theoretica
to arise from pressure-induced changes in electronic a
magnetic interactions [2–4]. The high-pressure behav
of elemental iron is also subject of current theoretical a
experimental investigation [5–8]. Determination of th
elasticity tensors of the iron polymorphs is important fo
predicting and ascertaining phase stability and transform
tions among these phases [5,7,8]. Moreover, knowled
of the elasticity of the hcp phase (e-Fe) is important for
understanding the reported seismic anisotropy and rotat
of the Earth’s inner core [9].

Experimental determination of single-crystal stiffnes
cij (or compliancesij) tensors, which provide a complete
description of the macroscopic elastic properties [10
has been feasible only at low to moderate pressur
Conventional measurements have been carried out us
ultrasonic methods, but these are generally limited
low pressures, particularly for single-crystal studies (e.
,3 GPa [11,12]). Brillouin spectroscopy has been th
only technique for elasticity tensor determination up
moderate pressures (e.g.,,25 GPa [13,14]). However, the
technique has been successfully applied only to optica
transparent single crystals in hydrostatic media but not
metals and semiconductors at these pressures, and its u
at more extreme conditions has not been demonstrated

Synchrotron x-ray techniques permit diffraction pa
terns to be measured from polycrystalline or single-crys
samples to several hundred gigapascals (e.g., [15–1
Lattice parameter compressibilities provide independe
equations for the elasticity tensor elements (e.g., 1 equat
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for the cubic system and up to 6 for triclinic). Such me
surements, however, account for only approximately on
third of the equations required to determine the comple
tensor (e.g., 3 elements for cubic and 21 for triclinic [10]
These elastic stiffness coefficients also determine the m
ner in which materials respond to differential stresses.
the past, differential stresses in specimens under pres
were generally considered undesirable because the p
cipal aim of most studies has been to determine pro
erties such as hydrostatic equations of state. Latt
strain theories [19–21] were therefore developed to corr
for systematic effects caused by nonhydrostatic stres
[18,22–24].

In fact, diffraction data obtained under nonhydrostat
stress conditions contain a wealth of additional inform
tion on elasticity not contained in hydrostatic compre
sion data. Here we show that diffraction measureme
on polycrystalline samples under nonhydrostatic compr
sion can be used to determine the single-crystal elastic
tensor. Together with constraints on the uniaxial stre
component derived from the aggregate shear modulus,
technique provides input for the remaining equations
quired to solve for all of thesij . This allows elastic-
ity tensors of metals and semiconductors to be stud
for the first time at very high pressures. We use t
technique to study high-pressure elasticity of FeO,a-Fe,
ande-Fe.

The nonhydrostatic stress field of a randomly orient
polycrystalline aggregate compressed between two an
can be defined by principal stresses in the radial (s1) and
axial (s3) directions [19]. The hydrostatic pressure an
uniaxial stress components are given bysP  s2s1 1

s3dy3 and t  s3 2 s1, respectively. General for all
crystal systems, thed spacing is a function ofc, the
angle between the diffracting plane normal and the lo
direction [19],

dshkld  dPshkld f1 1 s1 2 3 cos2 cdQshkldg . (1)
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2157
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HeredPshkld is thed spacing under hydrostatic pressur
sP , andQshkld is given by

Qshkld  sty3d fah2GRshkldj21 1 s1 2 ad s2GV d21g ,
(2)

where t is to be taken as positive.GX
R shkld is the

shear modulus under the isostress (Reuss) condition
the polycrystal averaged only over the crystallites th
contribute to the intensity at the point of observation.GV

is the shear modulus under the isostrain (Voigt) conditio
Both GX

R shkld andGV [25] are functions ofsij , anda is
a fraction that determines the relative weight of isostre
and isostrain conditions. We use Eq. (1) to derive a s
of equations to solve for thesij tensor.

Diffraction patterns are measured with the primar
x-ray beam from the synchrotron source nearly perpe
dicular to the diamond-cell axis (Fig. 1). Extending prev
ous radial diffraction techniques [26], we have develop
a high-strength Be gasket (transparent to high-ener
x rays) capable of containing samples at very high pre
sures [27]. The uniaxial stress component in the po
crystalline sample is deliberately enhanced by not using
soft pressure transmitting medium. The effects of stre
gradients are minimized by using samples that are sm
(typically a disk of 10mm thickness and 25mm diameter)
in comparison to the diamond culet (e.g., 400mm diame-
ter). Probing the sample with a microfocus x-ray bea
(down to 5 mm) [27], we verify that the radial variation
of the lattice strain (stress gradient) is negligible in com
parison to the directional variation (uniaxial stress). W
use the energy dispersive method with a double collim
ing system to record the diffraction patterns [28]. Wit
this arrangement, only signal from the sample at the int
ception of the primary and diffracted beams is received
the detector, while signal from the Be gasket (5 mm out
diameter) is suppressed [27]. The diamond cell is rotat
about an axissRd perpendicular to the load axis and bi
secting the 2u diffraction angle (Fig. 1). Diffraction pat-
terns forhkl’s in the 20–60 keV range are collected a
each increment ofc to determinedPshkld andQshkld in
Eq. (1).

For the cubic system [19],

Qshkld  m0 1 3m1Gshkld , (3)

where

Gshkld  sh2k2 1 k2l2 1 l2h2dysh2 1 k2 1 l2d2, (4)

FIG. 1. Geometry for radial x-ray diffraction of the uniaxially
compressed sample in a diamond cell.
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m0  saty3d
∑

ss11 2 s12d 1
5
2 sa21 2 1d

3
ss11 2 s12ds44

3ss11 2 s12d 1 s44

∏
, (5)

m1  2saty3d fs11 2 s12 2 s44y2g . (6)

Equation (6) contains crucial information ons44 which is
absent in the measurement of hydrostatic compressibilit

xa  2s1yad s≠ay≠PdT  s3Kd21  s11 1 2s12 . (7)

HereK is the bulk modulus atsP .
The determination ofsij from Eqs. (5)–(7) requires

knowledge oft. In the absence of an independent gauge
we use the following relation to estimatet; this can be
derived using the approach given earlier [29]:

t  6GkQshkldlfsx, ad , (8)

where

fsx, ad  f1yf2 ,

f1 
2x 1 3

10
1

5x
2s3x 1 2d

,

f2  afx 2 3sx 2 1d kGshkldlg 1
5xs1 2 ad

3x 1 2
,

x  2ss11 2 s12dys44 .

The angle brackets denote the average over all the o
served reflections, andG is the aggregate shear modulus
at sP. For the isotropic case (x  1), fsxd  1 and re-
mains close to unity even for reasonably large degree
of anisotropy. However,fsxd can be computed, asx is
determined directly from the ratio ofm0 and m1, with-
out requiring knowledge oft. For a given set ofm0 and
m1, x is a function ofa [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. For differ-
ent combinations ofa and the resultingx (in the range
1 $ a $ 0.5 and 3 $ x $ 0.2), the t values calculated
from Equation (8) differ by no more than 15%. Equa-
tion (8) with fsxd ø 1 is also valid for other crystal sys-
tems. Thedshkld 2 c data fit Eqs. (1) and (3) very well
(Fig. 2). Thesij terms for FeO at 8.3 GPa anda-Fe at
4.6 GPa were determined from Eqs. (5)–(7) witha  1
and 0.5. Thet values were determined from Eq. (8) using
the G estimated by extrapolating (linear in pressure [30]
the ultrasonic data [11,12]. The resultingcij and x are
listed in Table I.

Above 13 GPa, iron transforms from bcc to the hcp
structure (e-Fe) [8,31]. For the hexagonal system [20],

Qshkld  m0 1 m1B 1 m2B2, (9)

where

B  3a2l2yf4c2sh2 1 hk 1 k2d 1 3a2l2g , (10)

and a and c are the lattice parameters of the hexagona
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FIG. 2. Qshkld versus3Gshkld for Fe0.98O at 8.3 GPa. A
linear relation is observed as predicted by Eq. (3). Th
slope and intercept arem1  0.0058(10) andm0  0.0025(7),
respectively. Inset:dshkld versuss1 2 3 cos2 cd, which gives
dPs111d  2.441s1d Å, Qs111d = 0.0072(10); dPs200d 
2.114s1d Å, Qs200d  0.0027(4).

unit cell atsP. Themi in Eq. (10) are given by

m0  saty6d f2s11 2 s12 2 s13 1 sa21 2 1d s2GV d21g ,
(11)

m1  saty6d s25s11 1 s12 1 5s13 2 s33 1 3s44d ,
(12)

m2  saty6d s3s11 2 6s13 1 3s33 2 3s44d . (13)

The measurements show that theQshkld data fore-Fe fit
Eq. (9) very well, and exhibit a stronghkl dependence:
Qshkld has minima along the diagonal [102] and max
mum along thea [100] andc [002] axes (Fig. 3). Two
additional equations are provided by the axial (a and c)
compressibilities [31],

xa  ass11 1 s12 1 s13d 1 s1 2 ad s3KV d21, (14)

xc  ass33 1 2s13d 1 s1 2 ad s3KV d21. (15)
TABLE I. cij of FeO,a-Fe, ande-Fe at high pressure. The standard errors (in parenthesis) were derived from the errors inmi ;
pressure and modulus units in GPa.

FeO (8.3 GPa) a-Fe (4.6 GPa) e-Fe (52 GPa)
a  0.5 a  1 Ultrasonica a  0.5 a  1 Ultrasonicb a  0.5 a  1 Theoryc

c11 413(73) 313(44) 283(5) 260(17) 281(18) 262(5) 552(65) 639(55) 638
c12 77(37) 123(22) 144(2) 154(14) 144(12) 155(2) 335(60) 300(55) 190
c13 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 301(45) 254(41) 218
c33 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 562(80) 648(83) 606
c44 20(4) 28(7) 36(1) 153(40) 123(30) 128(2) 395(30) 422(23) 178
c0 168(41) 93(25) 78(13) 53(11) 68(11) 53(3) · · · · · · · · ·
t 1.6(2) 1.4(2) · · · 1.3(1) 1.2(1) · · · 4.6(2) 4.4(2) · · ·
x 0.12(3) 0.3(1) 0.52(2) 2.9(8) 1.8(6) 2.4(1) 3.6(1.5) 2.5(6) 0.79

aExtrapolation of ultrasonic measurements to 3 GPa in Ref. [11].
bExtrapolation of ultrasonic measurements to 1 GPa in Ref. [12].
cResults from Ref. [7] calculated atV  9.70 Å3yatom, which is close to the experimental volume at 52 GPasV  9.39 Å3y
atomd [31]); similar results were obtained in Ref. [6].
e

i-

In the absence of shear modulus data one-Fe, G was
obtained by extrapolating ultrasonic data ona-Fe. The
shear modulus is expected to change across thea ! e

transition, introducing some uncertainty int. The sij

elements were calculated from Eqs. (11)–(15) fora  1
and 0.5, and the resultingcij are listed in Table I.

The actual stress state (value ofa) of the sample
depends mainly on the magnitude oft in relation to
the shear strength of the sample atsP. A large value
of t, the maximum of which equals the sample yield
strength, can cause yielding of the crystallites, and th
results in the isostress condition (a  1); in contrast, for
very small t, a  0.5, the lower limit of a [32]. The
magnitude oft in turn depends on the extent of plastic
flow in the sample [33,34]. Thecij derived witha  1
for FeO anda-Fe agree (within experimental error) with
the corresponding values obtained from extrapolation
the ultrasonic data [11,12]. Witha  0.5, cij for FeO
show larger deviations from the extrapolated ultrason
data. In the case ofa-Fe, agreement forc11 and c12
improves but marginally worsens forc44. The value of
x obtained fromm0 and m1 is sensitive to the value of
a. For a given set ofm0 andm1, the degree of inferred
elastic anisotropy is lowest fora  1 and increases with
decreasinga. However, the changes in the individualcij

brought about by changinga from 1 to 0.5 are still within
experimental error. Analyses of diffraction data on Au t
4 GPa show similar trends [35].

The results for FeO indicate considerable softening
c44 at 8.3 GPa, a trend also supported by the ultrason
measurements [11]. The results ona-Fe do not indicate
softening of c44 at 4.6 GPa, as found in some bcc
structured materials [36]. It has been predicted that
higher pressure the modulusc0 

1
2 sc11 2 c12d should

soften and vanish above a critical pressure; that is, t
reentrant bcc phase proposed at higher pressure sho
be unstable with respect to a tetragonal distortion [5,7
Notably, the measuredc0 also increases with pressure
from 48 GPa [12] at 1 bar to 68(11) GPa (a  1) [53 GPa
(a  0.5)] at 8.6 GPa.
2159
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FIG. 3. TheQshkld versusB for e-Fe (hcp) at 52 GPa. A
parabolic relation is observed as predicted by Eq. (9). The be
fit parameters arem0  4.13s1d 3 1023, m1  26.63s5d 3
1023, andm2  6.15s7d 3 1023.

For e-Fe, the results obtained witha  1 agree within
experimental error with GGA calculations [7] forc11, c33,
andc13, but disagree markedly forc12 andc44. Thea 
1 analysis gives the lowest estimate ofc44yc66 (value of
2.5), a result that deviates significantly from the conditio
c44 ø c66, which is satisfied by most hcp metals. Ou
calculations indicate thatc44yc66 is nearly independent
of t, and therefore a large value of the ratio cannot
explained by any errors in the estimate oft. The relatively
high c44yc66 ratio requires further examination as
has important implications for interpreting the reporte
anisotropy of the Earth’s inner core.
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